2010-15 Dodge Ram Full Size 2500/3500
1Pc Bumper Grille Heavy Duty Mesh
After

Part# 39257
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1/4-20 x 1" Soc head cap screw
1/4-20 Nyloc Nuts
1/4 Washer
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Bottom Backside of
Grille Shell

Face of Grille Shell

Start with removing the plastic push pull style rivets hold
core support cover in place. Remove core support cover.
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Remove the 10mm bolts holding top portion of the
stock grille shell in place.

NOTE: If
you wish to
install bumper
grille please
do so before
reinstalling shell
back on vehicle.
With shell
removed makes
it possible to
reach behind
bumper area.

After releasing clips grille shell will be free at this point.

With grille shell removed place on a protected work surface.
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Loosen nuts that are holding brackets in place. The brackets
are rotated in for shipping purposes. Next you will remove the
bolts and nuts from opposite end of brackets. Rotate brackets as
necessary to place mesh grille into bumper opening and center.
Then rotate brackets similarly as shown above.

There are stock hole locations that you will attached brackets
to. Locate these holes and place bolts through bracket and stock
hole then secure in place using the nyloc nut. After you have
attached brackets please go back and tighten the ½" nut and 12
point bolt that you had loosened up for installation in previous
step.

With the top portion of grille shell free, pull shell
forward so you are able to reach down the backside
of grille shell to release clips holding bottom portion
of the stock grille shell in place. Using a regular
screwdriver pry up to release clips.
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Remove mesh bumper grille from packaging. All
necessary brackets and hardware will already be
attached to mesh grille in the correct locations
as shown.

